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A possible life-saving reference to keep around the house or in the car, DK's First Aid Manual looks
at more than 100 different conditions, from splinters and sprained ankles to strokes and
unconsciousness, and shows exactly what to do with step-by-step photographic sequences. Every
condition is clearly explained, outlining causes, symptoms and signs, and action plans. The updated
design makes the instructions easier to follow, whether you need information on emergency first aid,
first aid for babies and children, or tips on resuscitation.
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I have looked through many first aid manuals....Even invested in some. Betweenan EMT training
manual being a 10 compared to another type of manual whichhas few pictures and less that
adequate helpful information....this one woulddefinitely be an 8. Great colored pictures on each
page..Step by step usingreal pictures. Also the information covered....anything from bruises to
headtrauma are covered What YOU as a non professional can do to mitigatea situation. Also what
items you need to have on hand and how to use them..and why. Great book. Have not seen one
better for the price..unless you wantto spend the big bucks for an EMT manual ..which would
probably too muchinformation.

After having looked at a lot of books to have on hand for family members to use in case of an
emergency, I finally decided on this one. Written for the non-medical person, it has lots of photos

and diagrams, is clearly and simply written, and can be easily used in an emergency. I know that I
may not always be present when first aid is needed, and it's nice to know that this simple guide will
help my family know what to do. It would have been nice if the book went into more detail about
some of the more difficult techniques for worse injuries or illnesses, but I am happy that it covers the
simple first aid things well.

Well, it's DK so there are lots of pictures. Being as it's a first aid manual and not an EMT textbook,
it's really quite good. And up to date. Kind of "first response for the rest of us." Clear explanations of
many things, many of which aren't obvious. And free of some obvious things that are nonetheless in
other, similar books (for example, "don't start CPR on someone who's been decapitated"). A little
big/heavy for the average disaster-prep medic kit or auto kit, though, if that's what you want. Highly
recommended.

Excellent source of First Aid information, very well written with many color photographs well laid out
to help illustrate the concepts. Very professionally put together book. Buy several of these as they
are easily worth the price. Clearly the team took lots of pride in this book

Awesome book! High quality paper and strongly bound. The subjects are treated clearly step by
step. Easy to read and highly illustrated with many clarifying photographs. The size of the book is
very suitable to be carried in a purse, for quick access when needed.

Very easy to read for someone like me, with no medical background at all. Very easy to find what
you're looking for.

This first aid manual contains step-by-step instructions, lots of color photographs & anatomy
illustrations, and color-coded chapters. For each condition or injury it has a red caution box with text,
recognition, your aims and what to do with text and color photographs. There are flow charts for the
primary survey (airway, breathing and circulation), adult resuscitation, child/infant resuscitation,and
sequence of AED (automated external defibrillator) instructions. This manual is fairly
comprehensive. I recommend it to those with no first aid experience and those with first aid
experience.

I keep this in my Emergecy Kit that I have beside my Bed Just in case since you never know when

you might need a band aid or get stung by a bee or scorpion and my mom is allergic to bee and
wasp stingsIt even shows me how to do CPRI'm Danger Ranger Ready for anything!
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